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ABSTRACT
The potential role of rural land use in mitigating ﬂood risk and protecting water supplies continues to
be of great interest to regulators and planners. The ability of hydrologists to quantify the impact of
rural land use change on the water cycle is however limited and we are not able to provide
consistently reliable evidence to support planning and policy decisions. This shortcoming stems
mainly from lack of data, but also from lack of modelling methods and tools. Numerous research
projects over the last few years have been attempting to address the underlying challenges. This
paper describes these challenges, signiﬁcant areas of progress and modelling innovations, and
proposes priorities for further research. The paper is organised into ﬁve inter-related subtopics: (1)
evidence-based modelling; (2) upscaling to maximise the use of process knowledge and physicsbased models; (3) representing hydrological connectivity in models; (4) uncertainty analysis; and (5)
integrated catchment modelling for ecosystem service management. It is concluded that there is
room for further advances in hydrological data analysis, sensitivity and uncertainty analysis methods
and modelling frameworks, but progress will also depend on continuing and strengthened
commitment to long-term monitoring and inter-disciplinarity in deﬁning and delivering land use
impacts research.
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BACKGROUND
Land use and water management are inextricably linked,

must therefore be extended to multiple variables, disciplines

and it is widely recognised that the link must be duly con-

and users.

sidered in developing strategies for sustainable, cost-

In the context of land use change impacts, hydrological

efﬁcient water supply and ﬂood management (O’Connell

models are used in two general ways. Models can be applied

et al. ; Wheater & Evans, ). This is demonstrated

to detect and attribute change in observed hydrological

by the role of land use and hydrology in key European

responses, thus adding to an understanding and quantiﬁ-

Directives (e.g. Water Framework Directive and Floods

cation of factors affecting change. For example, detection of

Directive) and in European Thematic Strategies (e.g.

change may be approached by time-variable parameter esti-

Soils). Although this includes urban planning consider-

mation and assessment of whether the time-variance is

ations, the greatest challenges for hydrological science are

signiﬁcant relative to parameter uncertainty (Wagener et al.

those of understanding and predicting the impacts of rural

; Beven et al. ). To attribute hydrological change to

land use change. In general terms, the challenge lies in the

land use, a statistical test of dependency may be employed

difﬁculty of observing, understanding and predicting com-

if suitable land use data are available and the necessary stat-

plex and heterogeneous hydrological responses in non-

istical conditions for the test are satisﬁed. Hydrological

stationary environments. The challenge becomes greater

models can alternatively be applied to the prediction of poss-

still when considering that other factors of importance to

ible future responses under land use scenarios by changing

water management – sediments, hydrochemistry and hydro-

the model structure or parameter values to represent physical

ecology – are strongly linked to rural land use via the

changes in the catchment properties (Dunn & Mackay ;

hydrological response; hydrological impacts assessments

Seibert et al. ; Ballard et al. ).
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Both types of model application – analysis of observations and prediction – encounter many of the classical
environmental modelling challenges. Seeking evidence of
the hydrological effects of rural land use change is a primary challenge: where signals of change are expected,
they tend to be obscured by other sources of variability
and data uncertainty (Beven et al. ). For example, evidence-based methods of ﬂood and low ﬂow estimation that
are widely used in practice in the UK (Holmes et al. ;
Kjeldsen ) cannot explicitly allow for rural land use
changes due to lack of clear and consistent evidence in
national databases. Where inter-comparison of small catchments has revealed land use signals, these cannot be safely
extrapolated to different catchments and larger scales
(Buytaert et al. ; McIntyre & Marshall ). For
larger catchments, seeking evidence of effects is even
more of a challenge because of the important role of the
channel network in the dispersion of ﬂow signals (O’Donnell et al. ; Pattison & Lane ). The lack of
unambiguous evidence of the effects of land use presents
a fundamental problem for hydrological modellers who
rely on observed evidence to formulate, calibrate and
validate their models.
The wide perception that land use management has a
considerable role to play in solving our water management
problems provides motivation for increasing efforts to meet

Figure 1

|

Examples of science questions addressed within the ﬁve topic areas and their
relation to steps of a general modelling procedure.

the scientiﬁc challenges. In the past few years, numerous
research groups internationally have been conceiving, evol-

entering into these discussions, however, some background

ving, discussing and testing new approaches to doing so.

on the relevant general modelling approaches is useful.

Some of the groups at the forefront of this research (represented by the authors of this paper) attended a workshop
in London in June 2011 sponsored by the UK Flood
Risk Management Research Consortium (FRMRC, www.

GENERAL MODELLING APPROACHES AND THEIR
APPLICABILITY

ﬂoodrisk.org.uk) to review progress and current capability,
exchange ideas and discuss future priorities. The research,

Discussions about the analysis and prediction of hydrological

opinions and ideas presented at that meeting are the basis

change inevitably include debate on the relative merits of

for this discussion paper, focussing on ﬁve inter-related

different approaches to hydrological modelling: top-down

topics that are considered to be of greatest potential interest

(metric or data-based) and bottom-up (mechanistic or phy-

and value to readers: (1) evidence-based modelling; (2) max-

sics-based) modelling, or some combination of the two

imising the role of process knowledge using physics-based

(conceptual modelling).

models; (3) hydrological connectivity; (4) uncertainty analy-

The basic principle of top-down models is that they seek

sis; and (5) integrated catchment modelling for ecosystem

to characterise hydrological response entirely from obser-

service management. Within these topics, the main questions

vations of model input and output variables (Sivapalan

discussed in the paper are included in Figure 1. Before

; Young ). In the present context, the most
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important variables for detecting changes in response are

The ﬁnal type of hydrological model is the ‘conceptual’

catchment-scale rainfall and ﬂow and for attributing

class. These models abandon the aspiration to entirely

change are quantitative measures of change in catchment

specify the model using catchment-scale observations or to

properties. Using top-down models, the ability to predict

entirely specify the model using prior knowledge of the phy-

hydrological non-stationarity, such as that due to land use

sics. Instead, prior knowledge is used to deﬁne a system

change, is limited to extrapolating any signals of change

structure, typically a series of storages and ﬂuxes between

and dependencies that can be identiﬁed in that data. As dis-

storages, while calibration is used to deﬁne the parameter

cussed above, such signals are often undetectable or the

values. Problems of non-identiﬁability have led to a prefer-

cause is ambiguous. Signals in hydrological extremes are

ence in the recent scientiﬁc literature for parsimonious

especially difﬁcult to detect, with traditional frequency

models and to the extensive use of Monte Carlo methods

analysis unlikely to be capable of detecting land use inﬂu-

to estimate uncertainty. This class of model does not solve

).

small

the prediction problem; rather, it contains some of the limit-

catchments has led in some cases to basic land use signals,

ations of physics-based modelling (prior speciﬁcation and

ences

(He

et

al.

Intercomparison

of

such as land use effects on the runoff coefﬁcient or base

non-identiﬁability) and of data-based modelling (detection

ﬂow index, being identiﬁed from data. A notable example

of signals in the observations). The focus on uncertainty esti-

is that of the experiments conducted by the US Soil Conser-

mation by many conceptual modellers has also raised the

vation Service in establishing the Curve Number method.

difﬁcult question of characterising and modelling errors

Interpreting such data, applying them to new contexts and

(Mantovan & Todini ).

upscaling to greater scales leads to results with high uncer-

The choice between approaches depends not only on

tainty (Bulygina et al. ). This is not to say that

the potential errors associated with the methods, but

attempting to do so is worthless however, as discussed

also on practical criteria. A practical requirement,

further below.

common across all modelling tasks, is the need for the

In contrast to top-down modelling, physics-based

model and its supporting documentation to be simple

models are built around the best available understanding

enough to use within reasonable constraints of expertise,

of the physics of hydrology. A theoretical advantage of this

data and human and computer resources, and to provide

type of model is that if the physical properties of the catch-

the outputs needed to solve the problem at hand. Also

ment under existing and changed conditions can be

common to all models is the need to apply good practice

determined, then the effects of physical change can be expli-

modelling procedure (Klemeš ; Wagener et al. ;

citly represented (Wheater et al. , ; O’Connell &

Jakeman et al. ; Alexandrov et al. ), including con-

Todini ). In practice, the underlying physics has (necess-

ceptual design, calibration, testing and review. In addition

arily) been derived from small-scale, often laboratory-based,

to these general requirements, the task of land use impacts

observations. The parameter values are therefore unlikely to

modelling presents at least four particular requirements.

apply under conditions and at scales of interest; calibration

(1) Many land use interventions are made in small areas

of scale-adjusted values is generally necessary, including

that are inconsistent with the scales at which ﬂow predic-

consideration of both space and time-scale (e.g. O’Loughlin

tions are needed. This implies the need for a spatially

et al. ). The problems of observation uncertainty and

distributed model. (2) The requirement to extrapolate, in

model identiﬁability then arise, leading to large prediction

other words to make predictions under conditions never

uncertainty. Another practical problem is that to resolve

yet observed, implies that there must be some reliance

the physics-based differential equations over catchment

on prior knowledge of the physics and hence a role for

scales with satisfactory precision may require many days

physics-based models. (3) The difﬁculty of extrapolating

or weeks of simulation on a personal computer. Again,

to future land use, and the potential inﬂuence that a

such problems do not necessarily overcome the attractions

wrong prediction may have on planning and policy, pro-

of this approach, but careful thought is needed about how

vide a particular motivation to evaluate and report

to manage them.

uncertainty in predictions. (4) It is often the case that the
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hydrological model needs to support the prediction of vari-

An obvious solution to these problems is investment in

ables other than water storages and ﬂuxes, such as

long-term high-precision monitoring of catchments that are

sediment yields, water quality (particularly nutrients) and

subject to signiﬁcant and observable changes in rural land

hydro-ecological variables, which will dictate the mod-

use. Arguably, that is essential for major scientiﬁc progress

elled variables and hence inﬂuence the choice of model

to be made in understanding non-stationarity. However, a

(Bruen & Mockler ).

parallel and more immediately practicable route to progress
is modelling methods that aim to more effectively distinguish
between signals and noise. Examples of such routes are the

EVIDENCE-BASED MODELLING

focus on response indices that are most susceptible to
change (Archer et al. ) and the use of cross-validation

This section deals with the problem of obtaining useful

and ensemble techniques to evaluate the inﬂuences of cli-

observations of hydrological responses and using these to

matic variability and parameter uncertainty. For example,

identify models that can be used for understanding and pre-

Kjeldsen () investigated the ability of a conceptual

dicting land use change impacts. The discussion is restricted

model to detect and predict the impact of urban land use

to observations of ﬂow at catchment scale (although the

change using an event-based cross-validation procedure.

issues apply equally to other variables that might be used

Schreider et al. () and Andréassian et al. () calibrated

for model calibration) and their use in conceptual models,

an ensemble of parameter sets for a sequence of sub-periods

and will cover two general approaches to generating evi-

from a long observation record. Using the parameter set from

dence required for land use impacts modelling: extracting

each sub-period, a simulation is performed on the entire

signals of change over time in one or more selected catch-

record from which estimations of catchment response indi-

ments (non-stationarity analysis); and extracting signals of

ces are derived, giving an idea of the signiﬁcance of

differences between two or more catchments and using

transient catchment behaviour relative to the noise.

this to understand which land use factors govern ﬂow
responses.

The general lack of unambiguous evidence of a link
between land use and hydrological non-stationarity in indi-

Of these two approaches, non-stationarity analysis may

vidual catchments means that the alternative source of

be considered preferable because it provides the most direct

evidence – differences between catchments – is the most com-

evidence of impacts. A classical methodology for analysis

monly applied to impacts studies. This may be paired

of non-stationarity using conceptual models follows the

catchment studies, where there is some element of exper-

sequence: identiﬁcation of the reference and test periods;

imental design in terms of which factors are varied between

calibration (and sometimes validation) of the model on the

the catchments and which are considered to be constant

two sub-periods; simulation on the test period using the par-

between the two catchments. The major problem is that, in

ameters obtained on the reference period; and change

reality, catchments are unique and everything changes

detection/trend analysis of the model residual on the test

between the two catchments, not just land use; interpreting

period. However, at least three major issues are encountered:

any difference in response is not straightforward. Results

(1) the confounding effect of climate variability in pre- and

are also difﬁcult to safely generalise, being conditional on

post-change periods, which can lower the signiﬁcance of

the pair of catchments used. Regional analysis is the alterna-

the results (Lørup et al. ); (2) the impact of many land

tive approach that aims to include information from a large

use changes is gradual, potentially taking many years to

number of catchments (from a whole region or country or

reach some new equilibrium response, which is more difﬁcult

even continent), inevitably with a greater number of non-

to identify than a step change (see Ashagrie et al. ;

land-use factors varying signiﬁcantly.

Andréassian ); and (3) long-term records are needed for

If the hydrological response or the parameters of a

the periods before and after land use changes to derive stat-

model can be successfully generalised over space using

istically meaningful changes in response, particularly when

regional analysis (e.g. Figure 2), then there is some basis

analysing distributions of extremes.

for generalising the model over future land use scenarios
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Bayes’ equations, giving posterior parameter distributions
for a given land use scenario while taking into account not
just the expected value of the index but the probability distribution of the index derived from these sources. Trading space
for time, the posterior distribution of parameter values is propagated to uncertainty in predictions under land use
scenarios. In validation tests, the regionalisation gave hydrograph outputs broadly consistent with observed differences
(Bulygina et al. , ) although with high uncertainty.
A major limitation of this approach is the incomplete and
uncertain information about ﬁeld-scale land use effects contained in the USDA and HOST databases; Bulygina et al.
() recommended that additional sources of information,
Figure 2

|

A regional spatial signal in hydrological response that can be applied to the
time domain to look at land use impacts (adapted from Yadav et al. (2007)).

including spot gauging and physics-based modelling, are
incorporated within the method. Uncertainty is also introduced in translating evidence of regional variations into

in what might be called a ‘trading space for time’ approach

speculations of future time variations. Bulygina et al. ()

(Merz & Blöschl ; Oudin et al. ; Buytaert & Beven

and Holman et al. () discuss this in the context of how

; Singh et al. ; Wagener & Montanari ). Various

to apply the US Curve Number system to UK impacts studies

problems arise, however: the well-known difﬁculty of, and

and Buytaert & Beven () propose including an additional

uncertainty in, generalising model parameters over space

term in the Bayes equation to formally include this evidence

(McIntyre et al. ; Wagener & Wheater ; Oudin

translation error.

et al. ); signals of rural land use are weak or non-existent

The problem of course changes depending on the avail-

within most regionalisation studies (Merz & Blöschl ;

ability of data to support regionalisation. In cases where

Merz et al. ) or do not cover all scenarios of interest

hundreds of well-gauged catchments are available to support

(McIntyre & Marshall ); and there is an incompatibility

regionalisation (McIntyre et al. ; Wagener et al. ;

of scale between regionalisation studies (usually catchment

Oudin et al. ; Merz & Blöschl ; Sawicz et al. )

scales of at least several kilometres squared) and the scales

the role of prior knowledge in parameter estimation may

at which land use change is implemented, for example

be relatively small. In more typical cases however, the speci-

ﬁeld scale. Nevertheless, given the limitations of other

ﬁcation of the model and its parameter uncertainty may rely

approaches, regional analysis may be the best applicable

heavily on the expert’s prior knowledge. Kapangaziwiri

source of evidence. Several projects have taken this view

et al. (, ) describe the challenge in South Africa of

and approaches which attempt to address the three main

predicting under environmental change, where the collec-

problems listed above have been proposed (Yadav et al.

tion and formalisation of expert knowledge into realistic

; Merz & Blöschl ; Bulygina et al. ; Singh

ranges of parameter values is crucial; they describe a pro-

et al. ).

cedure for comparing and combining this knowledge with

The method of Bulygina et al. () encompasses ideas

regionalised indices.

from all these groups. They condition a conceptual ﬁeldscale model using regionalised values of ﬂow response indices: the baseﬂow index from the Hydrology of Soil Types
(HOST) soils classiﬁcation system (Boorman et al. )

UPSCALING TO MAXIMISE THE USE OF PROCESS
KNOWLEDGE AND PHYSICS-BASED MODELS

and the Curve Number from the US Department of Agriculture (USDA) soil classiﬁcation system (USDA ). The

Given the numerous limitations of relying on catchment-

indices are used to condition parameters of the model using

scale evidence, a theoretically attractive approach to
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modelling land use impacts is physics-based modelling. This

The need to lower the expense but preserve the capa-

involves discretising the catchment into many elemental

bility of physics-based models leads to the idea of

units (e.g. Ewen et al. ; Park et al. ; Gelfan )

metamodelling (Ballard ; Razavi et al. ; Wheater

and integrating the elemental responses into a catchment-

et al. ). Here, metamodelling is taken to mean the substi-

scale response, explicitly accounting for process non-linear-

tution of a physics-based model by a conceptual model that

ity, heterogeneity and non-stationarity. In design at least, this

maintains the same basic hydrological principles as the phy-

approach allows physical changes associated with land use

sics-based model and also closely replicates its responses

scenarios to be represented as perturbations in and/or tra-

under a range of relevant climate and land use scenarios

jectories of model parameters values (Hashemi et al. ;

(Figure 3). Previous applications of this general idea in

Kuchment & Gelfan ; Park & Cluckie ). However,

hydrology are few, the closest being the ‘UP’ framework of

as previously noted the inherent problems with physics-

Ewen () and the emulation framework of Young

based models means that data requirements are high, results

(). The method, as applied by Wheater et al. ()

can be highly uncertain and catchment-scale modelling can

and Ballard (), allows uncertainties associated with

be computationally expensive. For example, in the recent

data, models and the upscaling procedure to be propagated

work at Pontbren in Wales, UK in order to resolve the phy-

through to predictions using Monte Carlo simulation. These

2

sics acceptably, it was deemed necessary to use a 1 m grid

authors considered the method to have considerable merit

in the x–y plane with a 1 cm vertical discretisation ( Jackson

for predicting impacts of land use change on ﬂood ﬂows.

et al. ), resulting in personal computer run-times of sev-

However, uncertainty was high, especially where the phy-

eral hours to cover a 1-month simulation period over a

sics-based models were developed without supporting

20,000 m2 ﬁeld. However, the required grid size depends

small-scale measurements. In one case study, the errors in

on the non-linearity of the speciﬁc case and the accuracy cri-

predicted changes in peak ﬂows due to the metamodelling

teria used; for example, when applying the Topkapi model

step had magnitudes of 0–20% at small scale and 0–10%

(Todini & Ciarapica ) over larger scales, Martina &

at 260 km2 catchment scale (Ballard ), on top of uncer-

Todini () concluded that 10–1,000 m grid sizes can be

tainty in the physics-based model. As with the alternative

sufﬁcient.

regionalisation approach, in many cases the potential

Figure 3

|

A metamodelling and hydraulic routing procedure to upscale local-scale impacts of land use change: (a) local- (ﬁeld or pixel) scale responses estimated by a physics-based
model; (b) a simple conceptual-type model is identiﬁed that closely replicates selected responses; (c) the catchment is discretised into units (pixels or ﬁelds) and an identiﬁed
metamodel is applied to each unit class; and (d) the responses from each unit are upscaled using a channel network model.
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errors were much larger than the predicted change (Buly-

characteristics such as topography, vegetation, soil proper-

gina et al. ).

ties, connective ﬂow structures and their interaction with

The metamodelling approach requires that the concep-

forcing and system states (Zehe & Sivapalan ). Prefer-

tual model retains as much of the relevant hydrological

ential connected hydrological pathways can be found in

processes as possible. Using the Topkapi model, Martina

almost any catchment and across all scales. This is not

et al. () illustrated the strong hysteresis that can exist in

by chance; rather, their self-reinforced development and

the soil moisture-saturated area relationship for both hill-

maintenance may be regarded as a manifestation of the

slopes and large catchments, and the importance of satur-

fundamental tendency of nature to dissipate gradients as

ation excess processes after rainfall. They also illustrated

fast as possible (Kleidon et al. ).

that typical conceptual models, which usually have unique

There are important hydraulic elements to the integrat-

and lumped relationships between soil wetness and runoff,

ing role of the river network: (1) the accumulated ﬂows

will produce inaccurate runoff predictions. They then

from the various parts of the catchment interact at network

showed how such hysteresis may be included to produce

conﬂuences; (2) the stage and other hydraulic properties of

more satisfactory results. Such attention to knowledge of

the accumulating ﬂows are modiﬁed by the very act of over-

physical processes, as well as emulating the outputs of the

coming the friction and inertia of open-channel ﬂow; and (3)

more complex model, is arguably essential to the develop-

in extreme cases, the ﬂows themselves can modify the effec-

ment of metamodelling (and conceptual modelling more

tive properties of channels by over-bank ﬂow or by channel

generally) to improve conﬁdence in predictions beyond the

erosion or blockage by debris. Any change in land use man-

range of training data.

agement will affect the integration directly by affecting the
space–time pattern of runoff and thus the accumulation of
ﬂows. There is, however, a further effect in that there can

REPRESENTING HYDROLOGICAL CONNECTIVITY IN
MODELS

be knock-on effects on the hydraulic elements (1–3) above.
For example, a major change in land use management
may increase the possibility of steep rising hydrographs or

The term ‘hydrological connectivity’ is sometimes used in

over-bank ﬂows.

different ways (Bracken & Croke ), but here we con-

To understand the role of the channel network in the

sider it as the networking of surface and subsurface

downstream propagation of the effect of changes in land

preferential hydrological pathways including macropores,

use management, it is ﬁrst necessary to understand the inte-

pipes, rills, ditches, streams, river channels and ﬂood-

grating role of the network in the generation of hydrographs.

plains. Networks inﬂuence travel time distributions,

This amounts to an understanding of: the Saint-Venant

shifting them from Gaussian to skewed distributions (the

equations (e.g. Chow ; Henderson ); routing tech-

former are only present under well-mixed conditions)

niques used by hydrologists (e.g. Singh ; Beven );

and act as integrators of the space–time runoff response

how the basic features of the integration can be viewed as

patterns. In particular, the river network governs how

macroscopic (i.e. catchment-scale) dispersive processes

local runoff responses translate into catchment-scale

(hydrodynamic dispersion: Chow ; White et al. ;

ﬂows. While the detail of the travel time distribution

geomorphologic dispersion: Rinaldo et al. ; Botter &

may be unimportant for water supply applications, for

Rinaldo ; and kinematic dispersion: Saco & Kumar

ﬂood studies it is expected to be a critical part of the

a, b); and geomorphology (Piégay & Gurnell ;

analysis, especially at and beyond the lower meso-scale

Thorne et al. ). This understanding can be used to

(deﬁned here as greater than 10 km2; Pattison & Lane

create models for the generation of hydrographs, such as

). According to Dooge (), such catchments are sys-

lumped or distributed rainfall–runoff models. The problem

tems

hydrological

then faced is to validate these models for use in estimating

response is strongly and non-linearly controlled by struc-

the impact of changes in land use management, which

tural

involves

of
and

organised

complexity

topological

whose

characteristics
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sensitivities to the model parameters that are modiﬁed to

(Ewen et al. ) embedded within a grid-based runoff gen-

represent the effect of a change in land use management

eration model (Ballard ; Bulygina et al. ). The most

(Ewen et al. ; O’Connell et al. ). In practice,

obvious features of impact maps for rainfall events are that

direct validation is not possible because this would need

they show the relative importance of the various spatial

data to be collected for a catchment twice for exactly the

patterns used in the modelling. The main pattern is for

same storm (i.e. with and without the change in land use

the change in land use management, and this interacts

management having been implemented). This leaves indir-

with the underlying patterns for rainfall, accumulated evap-

ect validation (Ewen & Parkin ). The potential

oration,

inaccuracy of sensitivity estimates is a major problem. For

topography and travel distance from the point of runoff

example, parameters in lumped models usually have no

generation to the ﬂood site. The contributions of the under-

physical basis and therefore unphysical sensitivities. One

lying patterns and the integrating effects of the river

major problem in distributed models is false dispersion gen-

network are studied using test simulations (Figure 4). It is

erated erroneously in numerical procedures associated with

not yet clear how valuable this approach will be operation-

the mathematics of the numerical scheme, the time step and

ally, but it does give a systematic way to assess the likely

the computational cell size. False dispersion can easily dom-

impact of proposed spatial patterns of changes in land

inate over actual dispersion, and so can mask or enhance

use and management, albeit with various limitations such

dispersion in the propagation of the effects of changes in

as the assumption that sensitivities are represented cor-

land use management.

rectly in the distributed model.

soil

type,

land

management,

land

cover,

Putting to one side the question of whether the sensi-

Another area where signiﬁcant progress is being made is

tivities are correct, one area where progress has been

conceptualising the networks of ﬂow pathways. This recog-

made recently is the use of distributed modelling in the

nises that in general meso-scale catchments are likely to be

spatial decomposition of the sensitivity of hydrograph

too large for physics-based models: such a reductionist

peaks downstream to spatial patterns of changes in land

approach would require high-resolution data on surface

use management upstream. For each computational cell
(or pixel) in a distributed model, the sensitivity of the peak
discharge rate to changes in the model parameters that control land use management can be estimated efﬁciently and
accurately using algorithmic differentiation. In algorithmic
differentiation, the entire source code for the model is differentiated mathematically (Griewank ; Hascoët &
Pascual ). Sensitivity maps have been created using
this approach (e.g. O’Donnell et al. ), and there has
been some experimentation with the decomposition of
downstream impacts to give impact maps that show the
source of impact, pixel by pixel, down to pixel sizes of
10 m (Ewen et al. ).
Impact maps have been generated for the upland
Hodder catchment (260 km2), NW England, which is
undergoing extensive changes in land use and management
including reductions in stocking densities, planting of
woodland in the riparian corridors and the blocking of
drainage channels in peatland (Ewen et al. ). Using
extensive sets of ﬁeld data, a model of the catchment was
developed that comprises a detailed hydraulic model
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Impact map for an event on 18 November 2009 for a hypothetical extreme
scenario in which there are widespread changes in land use management
across the entire Hodder catchment that tend to reduce the ﬂashiness of runoff
(observed ﬂood peak 217 m3 s 1; simulated reduction in peak 56 m3 s 1).
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and subsurface catchment architecture and ﬂow paths, on

The most commonly applied approach to managing

top of the challenge of achieving accurate numerical sol-

these uncertainties is simply to put some caveats on the pre-

utions. On the other hand, the real spatial architecture of

dictions

the hydrological system conceptualised by effective states,

increasing interest in running land use change predictions

effective parameters and effective ﬂuxes is not adequately

within

represented by most conceptual models. A potential solution

(Kapangaziwiri et al. ). Almost all these will use some

is to combine the advantages of conceptual models and

form of ensemble modelling where lack of, variability of,

avoid the disadvantages of physics-based models by aiming

or ambiguity in information (of both the quantitative and

for a realistic conceptual representation of the surface and

qualitative types) is quantiﬁed and mapped to ranges or

subsurface architecture, especially the explicit representation

probability distributions of model parameters, and samples

of preferential ﬂow paths (e.g. Klaus & Zehe ), but in a

from these ranges/distributions are taken to produce an

parsimonious way such that data requirements and numeri-

ensemble of models and hence predictions. Questions that

cal issues do not preclude its application. This can be

must be addressed when applying such an uncertainty fra-

assisted by the incorporation of new types of observations

mework

such as hydrological tracers, geophysical exploration and

uncertain; how to estimate and express its uncertainty;

remote sensing by basing the model concepts on observable

how to map information uncertainty to parameter uncer-

states, structures and properties rather than effective par-

tainty; and how to reﬁne (increase or reduce) uncertainty

ameters and lumped process representations. Achieving

as more information becomes available. Beyond parameter

such realistic representations, particularly of the subsurface

uncertainty lies the still greater challenge of whether and

pathways, is one of the great challenges currently under

how to represent model structure uncertainty.

investigation, e.g. in the CAOS project (Catchments as Orga-

without

attempting

quantitative

include:

quantiﬁcation.

uncertainty

what

frameworks,

information

to

There

is

however

consider

as

The solutions depend upon the situation at hand; nevertheless, general frameworks have been proposed to allow for

nized Systems, www.caos-project.de).

different cases. Jackson et al. () and Ballard () use
the established Generalised Likelihood Uncertainty Estimation (GLUE) method (Beven & Binley ) to estimate

UNCERTAINTY ANALYSIS

uncertainty in small-scale model parameters, then again
apply a GLUE-type method in their metamodelling pro-

Hydrological model uncertainty analysis has become a main-

cedure of ﬁtting conceptual models to the small-scale

stream research topic, and now also attracts considerable

models. The framework of Bulygina et al. () uses a

interest from model users. The uncertainty arises from cli-

formal Bayesian framework for integrating multiple sources

mate

model

of uncertain information together into the model parameter

equations and their parameter estimates and initial con-

estimates. This has shown some promise although is limited

ditions. All these apply to land use impact predictions, but

by the necessary assumptions about the nature of the priors,

of particular interest is uncertainty associated with lack of

the nature of the uncertainty in and inter-dependencies

and ambiguity in information about how the model equations

between the information sources and the nature of model

and parameters respond to land use change. This applies to

equation error. One especially interesting problem is ensur-

the change immediately associated with a land use change

ing pre- and post-change dependencies are sufﬁciently

and to any subsequent gradual re-adjustment. As previously

represented: a pair of parameter sets representing pre- and

discussed, the information about change is generated by

post-change conditions can give seemingly sensible results

regionalisation of catchment scale observations or through

when applied separately, but the difference between the

upscaling of small-scale process knowledge. The former suf-

results may be wrong. Unfortunately, observations of

fers from lack of relevant and unambiguous evidence of

change that would allow analysis of this problem are rare,

effects, and the latter suffers from uncertainty in process

and little attention has been paid to it in the regionalisation

knowledge and the upscaling procedure.

literature (with a few exceptions, e.g. Bulygina et al. ()).

inputs

and

other

boundary

conditions,
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The uncertainty estimation problem becomes increasingly

other responses may be easier to quantify and the multiple

fascinating when looking at gradual non-stationarity,

beneﬁts that the land use changes deliver may become

where the solution would entail ensembles of parameter

easier to justify on economic grounds. Similarly, the cost of

value trajectories rather than step changes. While continu-

hard engineered solutions to ﬂood risk may be more prohibi-

ous-time land cover models have been coupled with

tive when the potentially detrimental effects of such solutions

hydrological models (Quillet et al. ), the uncertainty in

on other service (for example, ﬂoodplain habitats), and their

this interaction remains a relatively unexplored area.

corresponding costs, are quantiﬁed. This calls for implemen-

Another innovation towards managing the compu-

tation of an ecosystem services approach that takes a holistic

while

overview of all of the processes occurring and their various

including Monte-Carlo-based uncertainty analysis for the pur-

roles in providing services (Millenium Ecosystem Assessment

pose of ﬂood risk assessments, is the speciﬁc censoring

; Morris et al. ; Jackson et al. ).

tational

requirements

of

physics-based

models,

procedure of Gelfan (). This approach uses dynamic-

Examples of land use activities that might have multiple

stochastic modelling (Kuchment & Gelfan ), which

beneﬁts include temporary ﬂood storage zones (Environ-

couples a deterministic physics-based model with a stochastic

ment Agency ). As well as attenuating a ﬂood peak

weather generator. A very large number of samples of

through slowing the movement of water through the catchﬂood

weather inputs is generated, but these are censored so that

ment,

only those that have the potential to pose a ﬂood risk are

conditions for deposition of sediment and associated par-

storage

ponds

often

provide

suitable

run through the model. Such censoring/screening of Monte

ticulate pollutants, such as phosphorus. The wetland

Carlo samples may have valuable potential for managing

environment created can also be valuable for decreasing

land use impacts uncertainties, as well as climate variability.

nitrate concentrations through enhanced de-nitriﬁcation.

However they are assessed, a major issue is the com-

Finally, wetland environments often bring biodiversity

munication of these uncertainties to decision-makers and

beneﬁts and can be visually appealing. Set against this,

managers. Surveys in the ﬂood forecasting area conﬁrm

potential negative factors also need to be considered. For

that managers do want to have this uncertainty information,

example, enhancement of the de-nitriﬁcation process will

but are unclear about how it should be presented and used.

generate increased greenhouse gas production and, if sedi-

There are considerable differences in how this is done in

ments are allowed to accumulate in the storage pond, they

European countries, e.g. Bruen et al. ().

may be remobilised at a later date, causing enhanced pollutant transport at different times.
Similarly, tree planting can have signiﬁcant impacts on

INTEGRATED CATCHMENT MODELLING FOR
ECOSYSTEM SERVICE MANAGEMENT

multiple environmental services which may be positive or
negative depending on the geomorphic and climatic
regime in which they are placed, the species utilised and

The preceding discussion highlights some of the difﬁculties

the vegetation type they replace. Their placement in agricul-

in demonstrating the beneﬁts of various land use practices

tural locations generally tends to be beneﬁcial, however. For

for managing water hazards. This may make it difﬁcult to

example, where trees replace modern grasses, root depth

justify expenditure on changes in land use because the

and organic matter content will usually signiﬁcantly

cost effectiveness is difﬁcult to quantify, and interventions

increase, in turn enhancing soil water holding capacity, inﬁl-

are subject to more uncertainty than traditional ‘hard’ engin-

tration capacity and sequestration of carbon. They can also

eered solutions (dams, stopbanks, river dredging, etc.).

protect against erosion and reduce the amount of sediments

In practice, land management activities may have mul-

and nutrients entering a ﬂuvial system. However, their

tiple effects above and beyond those that are being targeted,

capacity to provide ﬂood mitigation and sediment and

for example through modiﬁcations to sediment or pollutant

water quality beneﬁts is highly inﬂuenced by their position-

transport, carbon sequestration and greenhouse gas emis-

ing in the landscape and thus their inﬂuence on hydrological

sions, ecological responses and biodiversity. Some of these

connectivity; they can only capture and ﬁlter signiﬁcant
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amounts of water, sediments and chemicals if they are

processes and socio-economic considerations; van Delden

located in zones of topographical convergence. Many

et al. ). There are also a wide variety of site-speciﬁc

other land management activities such as riparian manage-

multi-service ecosystem valuation applications in the litera-

ment, minimum tillage and drain blocking will also affect

ture which include consideration of the impacts of land use

more than one aspect of the water environment, pointing

on water services (e.g. Rutledge et al. ; Sieber et al.

to the need for consideration of multiple responses.

; van Delden et al. ; Britz et al. ). It is likely that

Another issue is that many land use interventions (such as

in the next few years, as these frameworks and site-speciﬁc

those that might be implemented by a land owner) are typi-

applications progress, successes, failures and lessons learned

cally quite small, meaning that on their own they would be

from this and similar research will lead us closer to models

ineffective at achieving any measurable changes in catchment

that can robustly inform decisions on sustainable land man-

responses. However, where multiple activities are undertaken,

agement, with ﬂood mitigation one of many services

their combined effectiveness could become valuable (Balana

considered and enhanced.

et al. ). This calls for a catchment approach to address
land use and a holistic overview to identify synergistic activities or potential conﬂicts. Consideration of all of these
aspects clearly makes the modelling challenge much more

CONCLUSIONS

complex, but ultimately is more likely to deliver sustainable
management practices that are both efﬁcient and cost-effective

Modelling the water-related impacts of rural land use

in their outcomes. Furthermore, it highlights the need for buy-

change requires us to face all the general challenges

in from land managers as well as dialogue and collaboration

of environmental modelling, including: observability of rel-

between managers, scientists, policy makers and other stake-

evant variables; complexity, non-linearity and heterogeneity

holders if land use management techniques are to become

of natural systems; model identiﬁability and uncertainty esti-

effective in mitigating against environmental hazards.

mation; and the need for interaction of models and modellers

The more general case for development of generic frame-

across objectives and disciplines. In the land use impacts

works and suites of models to support decision-making under

context, these general challenges manifest themselves in

change (land use or otherwise) was stressed by the recent Mil-

more speciﬁc manners, for example: the need to synthesise

lenium Ecosystem Assessment (). Although this area of

evidence of land use impacts from sources that have ques-

research is still in its infancy, some recent progress has been

tionable relevance to the problem at hand; the need to

made and a handful of frameworks and/or suites of models

upscale knowledge of local land use change impacts to catch-

have been developed with the aim of meeting this need.

ment scales; the need to consider non-stationarity of

These include the Integrated Valuation of Ecosystem Services

vegetation, soils and geomorphology, both as step changes

and Tradeoffs (InVEST) tool described in Nelson et al. ()
and Tallis et al. (), Polyscape (Jackson et al. ), the Artiﬁcial Intelligence for Ecosystem Services (ARIES) tool
(Bagstad et al. ) and Envision (Bolte et al. ; Hulse
et al. ). The ﬁrst three all include consideration of the
impact of land management on ﬂood peaks as well as on
other ecosystem services, and ﬂood management is now a

and as gradual re-adjustment effects; the need to isolate
land use effects from effects of climate variability and
model uncertainty; and the increased challenges brought by
the need to consider impacts on hydrology-driven variables,
such as nutrients and sediments.
This paper has identiﬁed and reviewed these challenges
and discussed a sample of recent methodological and tool

component of current development for the last. Each differs

developments. Of the many concluding comments that

in the scales considered, data scarcity and computational con-

might be made, the following aim to address each of the

straints, and uses different methodological and philosophical

questions posed in Figure 1.

approaches to balancing conﬂicts between users, science
and data (these being general issues surrounding development
of integrated models linking land use with bio-physical
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integrating and smoothing effect of the catchment, and
the confounding effects of measurement uncertainty

use inﬂuences.
Prior knowledge of experts is critical in data-poor regions,
and uncertainty frameworks have been proposed to integrate

•

and climatic variability.
Upscaling is essential because most realistic land use
changes occur on relatively small areas of a catchment.

and compare this knowledge with whatever information is

The process of upscaling requires careful attention. As

available from observations and regionalisation.

well as errors in data and small-scale process conceptual-

Metamodelling and emulation of physics-based models

isation, signiﬁcant error in the upscaling process is

have rarely been applied in the land use impacts context.

inevitable. Continued research on upscaling, and the

Recent work is promising, but careful attention is required

reporting of uncertainty due to upscaling, is called for.

ability to represent change in the simpliﬁed models.

•

Identifying where in a catchment land use change would
lead to the greatest downstream ﬂow impacts would

Connectivities of hydrological pathways, and how

usually involve perturbing the relevant parameters for

they are affected by changing land use, are key controls

each pixel of a distributed model. Instead, new appli-

on ﬂood responses. If connectivity can be quantiﬁed

cations of algorithmic differentiation can be used to

using catchment properties and hydrological and hydro-

provide rapid and accurate estimates of the sensitivity

chemcial observations, this may constitute a large step

of key model outputs.

Accurate modelling of the non-linear hydrodynamics is

•

45.6

need for greater testing of transferability of data on land

forward in predictability of land use change impacts.

•

|

doing so and the high uncertainty involved. There is a

to maintain the important non-linear processes and the

•
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•

In order to extend an analysis of land use impacts to
evaluate the full range of ecosystem services that are

important to ensure land use signals are not inaccurately

coupled to water and all the variables, interactions and

modiﬁed in the upscaling process.

observations that would involve, the modelling chal-

It has become common to ‘trade space for time’, in the sense

lenges of pure hydrology would be multiplied by orders

of using identiﬁable systemic spatial variation of catchment-

of magnitude. Extension of the progress made within

scale parameters to estimate how these parameters will vary

the hydrological modelling domain to inter-disciplinary

under land use change. However, except where dramatic

modelling of land use impacts is therefore perhaps the

land use differences exist at catchment scale, the dominant

greatest challenge for the next decade, and perhaps pro-

spatial signals are not associated with land use and the

vides the greatest scope for progressing the value of our

search for the more subtle signals is proving challenging.

models.

Bayesian analysis provides a formal and transparent framework for combining information sources about land

Despite the scope for further progress in modelling land

use change impacts and for including uncertainty associ-

use change impacts, as included in the list above and dis-

ated with random variability of data and unknowns about

cussed at length in the rest of the paper, it is clear that

the future. However, a careful review of what is omitted

substantial progress in understanding and prediction can

or simpliﬁed in the analysis is always required.

only come with investment in monitoring land use change

The search for evidence of land use impacts on hydrology

and hydrological responses, both in the form of intensely

cannot rely on arbitrary ﬂow statistics applied over arbi-

monitored experimental catchments and as part of routine

trary periods. Progress in detecting change is likely to

monitoring. Some experimental programmes are addressing

require a focus on hydrological variables, indices or

this concern; it is hoped that these will continue, additional

modes of response most sensitive to change.

programmes will be established and the value of national

While analysis methods have been developed to separate

monitoring capacity will be recognised. Developments in

signals from noise, with positive results in relatively small

remote sensing and other measurement technology will

catchments, observed hydrological change at meso- and

also be essential to support improved monitoring, especially

large-catchment scales cannot, with very few exceptions,

in terms of spatial properties (e.g. Lakshmi et al. ). The

be conﬁdently attributed to land use change due to the

greatest challenge, encompassing many theoretical and
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practical hurdles, will be moving on from pure hydrological
monitoring and modelling to the inter-disciplinary programmes that are needed to support the analysis of
interdependencies between hydrology and other science disciplines, supporting a more integrated approach to land use
impacts management.
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